
  

ABSTRACT
We identify 14 -- 11 for the first time -- high-confidence elements of kinematically cold substructure in the inner halo of the Milky Way.  Our result is 
based on the observed spatial and radial velocity distribution of metal-poor main sequence turn-off (MPMSTO) stars in 117 Sloan Extension for 
Galactic Understanding and Exploration (SEGUE) lines-of-sight.  We point out that the observed distribution is consistent with a smooth stellar 
component of the Milky Way's inner halo overall, but disagrees significantly at the radial velocities that correspond to our detections.  We show that all 
of our high-confidence detections are significant and that we expect no false-positives.  These elements of cold substructure represent the observable 
stellar populations of those protogalaxies that merged with the nascent Milky Way, and we use our detections and estimates of our completeness to 
infer an upper limit of 0.1% on the fraction of MPMSTO in the inner halo that belong to elements of cold substructure.  We also show that our result 

implies that there are of order 103 elements of cold substructure in the entire inner halo.  Finally, we consider the implications of our results for models 
of Milky Way formation.

INTRODUCTION
The hierarchical model of galaxy formation has successfully explained many observed properties of large-scale structure 
and individual galaxies; nevertheless, the predictions of the hierarchical model are difficult to test on the smallest scales. 
Today's simulations cannot at the same time resolve the relevant length scales and include all of the necessary physics 
self-consistently.  Fortunately, the halo of our own Milky Way galaxy provides us with an excellent example to critically 
examine in the context of the hierarchical formation scenario.  Over the past decade, large area surveys like the Sloan 
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and the Sloan Extension for Galactic Understanding and Exploration (SEGUE) have 
observationally confirmed the substructure predicted to lie in the outer halo by the hierarchical model.  Now however 
research has moved beyond individual detections to whole-halo substructure searches and to methods beyond star-count 
maps to the use of velocity-space information.  We report here on our own systematic statistical search of the inner halo 
using the SEGUE metal-poor main sequence turn-off (MPMSTO) star radial velocity database that self-consistently 
estimates its own false-positive rate and completeness.

DATA
We use radial velocities derived for MPMSTO stars with SEGUE spectra targeted according to SDSS photometry.  
Typical errors for SEGUE MPMSTO star radial velocities at the S/N characteristic of our detections are ≈ 11 km/s.  The 
MPMSTO population is a good tracer of the halo with minimal contamination by the thick disk and bulge stellar 
populations.  To eliminate any residual bulge or thick disk stars we only consider MPMSTO in the inner halo that we 
define as:

1.) MPMSTO stars more than 10 kpc from the center of the galaxy
2.) MPMSTO stars with Cartesian galactocentric z-coordinates such that |z| > 4 kpc
3.) MPMSTO stars that are closer than 17.5 kpc to the sun

IDENTIFICATION OF COLD SUBSTRUCTURE
We use a Monte Carlo approach to the identification of cold substructure in the inner halo.  We generate mock catalogs 
of synthetic stars distributed according to published empirical models for the coordinate-space and velocity-space 
distributions of halo stars.  We then sample the mock catalogs in exactly the same way that SEGUE sampled the Milky 
Way's inner halo to understand the radial velocity distribution that would result from the smooth stellar component of 
the halo.  We use this derived radial velocity distribution as our null hypothesis and we use two independent algorithms 
to systematically search for radial velocities at which there are statistically significant excesses of MPMSTO stars 
relative to the smooth model.  The fact that our search is both systematic and statistical means we can accurately 
quantify our false-positive rate and completeness, from which we can derive upper limits on the absolute number of cold 
substructures like those we find in the inner halo, as well as an upper limit on the fraction of MPMSTO stars in the inner 
halo that belong to elements of cold substructure. The methods we use are:

Bins: Compare the “median” histogram produced by repeatedly observing the mock catalog and identify radial-velocity 
bins in which there is a statistically significant overabundance of MPMSTO stars relative to the smooth model

Peaks: Compare the “average” cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the smooth model with the observed CDF of 
the of the MPMSTO radial velocity sample.  An element of cold substructure at a particular radial velocity would appear 
in the data as a very steep segment of the CDF.  We use our mock catalog to compute radial velocity specific 
significance thresholds.

AN EXAMPLE
To illustrate these algorithms, consider the radial velocity data presented in Figure 1.  There is a feature detected by both 
algorithms in the data as described on line 2 of Table 1 and line 5 of Table 2.  In the top panel we plot a scatterplot of 
radial velocity versus r-magnitude; we plot radial velocity errors as gray horizontal bars -- the median error is ≈ 11.5 
km/s -- the photometric errors are much smaller than the plotted points.  In the second panel we plot in red a histogram 
derived from the observed MPMSTO star radial velocity distribution with bin-width 20 km/s and 95% confidence 
intervals from bootstrap resampling; we plot in blue a histogram derived from the simulated radial velocity distribution 
obtained from our mock catalog with bin-width 20 km/s and 95% confidence intervals from our Monte Carlo simulation. 
Note the inconsistency between the smooth model and the observed data in the bin centered at a radial velocity of vr = 
50 km/s.  Nevertheless, the p-value from a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test obtained by comparing both distributions in their 
entirety is only about p ≈ 0.01, so globally the two distributions are only very mildly inconsistent; that is, the smooth 
model for the phase-mixed stellar component of the halo is mostly right.  We observe that for the vast majority of our 
lines-of-sight this is case -- so we are justified in using the smooth model as our null hypothesis.  In the third panel we 
plot in red the CDF of the observed MPMSTO star radial velocity distribution; we plot in blue the average CDF of 
simulated radial velocity distribution obtained from our mock catalog.  Note the large discrepancy between the slope of 
the CDF of the real data and the “average” CDF of smooth component indicates that there is a very significant 
overdensity in the data at about vr ≈ -50 km/s.  The fourth panel from the top quantifies this significance: we plot the 
difference between the slope of CDF of the observed data and the slope of the “average” CDF of the smooth model in 
black, the 1 in 102 significance region in light gray, the 1 in 103 significance region in medium gray, and the 1 in 104 
significance region in dark gray.  Our false-positive analysis indicates that there is no way the smooth component can 
produce peaks above the heavy black Gaussian like the peak observed at vr ≈ -56 km/s.  We have just kinematically 
rediscovered the Monoceros stream.

FALSE-POSITIVE RATE AND COMPLETENESS
We use Monte Carlo simulations to asses our false-positive rate and completeness.  We find that we expect no false-
positives amongst our 14 highest-confidence detections presented in Table 1 and Table 2.  We estimate our completeness 
by inserting elements of cold substructure into our mock catalog and determining how often we recover them.  From our 
completeness calculation we derive a 95% confidence upper limit on the fraction of MPMSTO in the inner halo that are 
part of elements of cold substructure.  We find that no more than 0.1% of MPMSTO in the inner halo are part of cold 
substructure.  Equivalently, we estimate that there are of order 103 elements of cold substructure in the inner halo.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our 11 new high-confidence elements of substructure expand the known number of inner halo substructures five-fold.  
Our upper limit of 0.1% of MPMSTO in cold substructure is  consistent with halo formation scenarios in which 
relatively massive protogalaxies accrete into the nascent Milky Way early on.  As a result of the massive mergers, the 
potential of the nascent Milky Way changes on short timescales so violent relaxation smooths-out the stellar phase-space 
distribution.  The substructure that remains is further smoothed as the number of crossing times since accretion grows 
large.  Moderate resolution spectroscopic follow-up of the stars in our detections will for the first time  reveal 
information about the distribution in composition within a single massive, long-ago disrupted protogalaxy.  That 
information has the potential to uniquely inform not only models of Milky Way formation but also the physics of the 
high redshift universe and the star formation environments in the ancient massive protogalaxies that merged with the 
nascent Milky Way to form the inner halo.
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Left : Our analysis for the line-of-sight and high-confidence detection described on line 2 of Table 1 and line 5 of 
Table 2 -- the Monoceros stream.  In the top panel we plot a scatterplot of radial velocity versus r-magnitude; we 
plot radial velocity errors as gray horizontal bars and the photometric errors are much smaller than the plotted 
points.  In the second panel we plot in red a histogram derived from the observed MPMSTO star radial velocity 
distribution with bin-width 20 km/s and 95% confidence intervals from bootstrap resampling; we plot in blue a 
histogram derived from the simulated radial velocity distribution obtained from our mock catalog with bin-width 
20 km/s and 95% confidence intervals from our Monte Carlo simulation.  In the third panel we plot in red the 
CDF of the observed MPMSTO star radial velocity distribution; we plot in blue the average CDF of simulated 
radial velocity distribution obtained from our mock catalog.  In the fourth panel we plot the difference between 
the slope of CDF of the observed data and the slope of the “average” CDF of the smooth model in black; we plot 

the 1 in 102 significance region in light gray, the 1 in  103 significance region in medium gray, and the 1 in  104 
region in the dark gray.  Right: A Hammer projection of our detections in galactic coordinates.  We plot all 117 
SEGUE lines-of-sight we analyze in orange, high-confidence detections from the peak algorithm as solid red 
circles, and high-confidence detections from the bin algorithm as solid red squares.  We plot known dSphs as 
solid red triangles and known streams as heavy magenta lines: Bel07 the Orphan stream from Belokurov et al. 
(2007), G06 from Grillmair (2006), Virgo from Duffau et al. (2006), Sag is the Sagitarrius tidal stream, GJ06 
from Grillmair & Johnson (2006), GD06 from Grillmair & Dionatos (2006), and Pal from Rockosi et al. (2002).
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